
The following tutorial will instruct users of 
Xara Xtreme 4.0 how to create quick and 
effective dungeon designs. Though there 
are many ways to go about creating a 
realistic dungeon plan, this tutorial will 
feature one of the simplest methods.

The first part of the tutorial focuses on a 
basic dungeon design using the easiest 
technique known.

The second part of this tutorial focuses 
on creating quick map objects within 
Xara. Everything from doors and stairs to 
tables and piles of hay you will learn in 
this tutorial.

By the time you’re complete with this 
tutorial, you should be able to create 
everything from dungeons to interior 
plans using the same techniques.

Enjoy!
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File

Window

PAGE SETUP
 
The first thing to do in creating a map in 
Xara Xtreme 4.0 is to setup the page for the 
proper scale and dimension.

On the Main Menu, at the top of the screen,
select File>Page Options. The Options 
Menu to the right opens.

First go to the Units Tab, and change the 
scale from pixels to inches in the drop down 
menu. Click apply.

Then go to the Page Tab, and select 
Custom. In the width enter: 24in and in the 
height enter: 18in (insure you enter “in” or 
Xara will get confused.) Click apply.

Finally go to the Grid and Ruler Tab. Now 
enter 1in in the Major Spacing top entry 
box and 8 in the Subdivisions entry box 
below that. Click OK to close this menu.

Now go back to the File Menu at the top of 
the screen, go to Window>Bars and check 
the Bars to the “on” position.

Go to Window>Show Grid, click this on, 
finally go Window>Snap to Grid turning 
the grid on to help guide object placement.

Now your page is properly scaled and ready 
for an 18” x 24” map design.
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Creating Chambers
 
This tutorial uses the tactical scale mapping 
convention that 1 inch = 5 feet. Use the 
Major Spacing guides of the grid to maintain 
proper scale.

The easiest way to create a chamber filled 
dungeon is to focus on the floor space first. 
Forget about doors, walls, stairs at this time 
you should be working on your chambers 
only and only the floor itself.

The primary tools for creating chambers are 
the Rectangle Tool, the Quick Shapes 
Tool and the Freehand Drawing Tool, all 
located on the leftside Tool Bar.

Note when using the Freehand Tool, you 
must press and click the “Alt” key to force 
straight lines to be drawn. You must attach 
the final point at the same place as the 
starting point to close the object.

Noting the scale, if you want to create a 50 
foot by 50 foot square chamber, you will 
create a rectangle that measures 10 inches 
by 10 inches.

Using the Arrange>Combine toolset you 
can add, subtract, slice or intersect 
multiple objects to create complex 
arrangements. Like “L” shaped rooms, 
buttresses, alcoves, and much, much more.
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Creating Hallways
 
Once all your chambers are created then 
place them onto your 18” x 24” map board. 
Insure there’s plenty of space for connecting 
hallways, etc.

Now you will create the connecting hallways. 
Simply use the rectangle tool to create 5 to 
10 foot wide halls at whatever length you 
need to connect each chamber.

Note: try to leave a quarter inch gap 
between the chamber wall and the end of a 
hallway section. We are allowing for narrow 
walls to surround the doorways at ends.

Once the hallways are created and placed. 
Create the doorway spaces, at the width of 
your proposed doors and connect the 
hallways to the chambers, insure to overlap 
connector so no white peaks through 
between objects.

Once you do this for all connecting hallways, 
then click Edit>Select All. Then 
Arrange>Combine Shapes>Add Shapes. Now 
all the chambers, halls and doorways are a 
single object.

Don’t worry about applying a texture fill at 
this point, this will become the cut-out object 
to create the walls of our dungeon plan.
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Creating Walls/Earth
 
Using the Rectangle Tool, create a rectangle 
that completely encompasses the entire 
floorplan object - try to have at least a half inch 
larger than the outer wall perimeter. To make it 
easier to see, select a color from the Color Bar 
to assign to this rectangle as a Flat Fill.

With the rectangle selected, on Main Menu 
click Arrange>Move to Back. Now click 
Edit>Select All, then Arrange>Combine 
Shapes>Subtract.

Remember, when subtracting objects, the 
object located above is the one subtracted 
away.

Now import a stone texture, then on the Fill 
Tool InfoBar, select Bitmap and Repeating 
Tile options. Rescale the texture, by clicking 
anywhere inside the object and dragging 
outward or inward. You can also grab the 
texture handle ends and rotate the texture if 
you require.

Next go to the Bevel Tool on the Tool Bar, 
apply a short, straight bevel to emulate the 
verticle walls.

Finally, select the Shadow Tool using the 
Glow Shadow option. The first slider on the 
Shadow Tool both enlarges the shadow and 
makes the edge softer. The second slider makes 
the shadow darker or lighter. Adjust to taste.
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Adding a paved floor
 
In order to place a floor, all you need to do is to 
create a rectangle that is smaller than the 
outside walls and earth, yet larger than the 
exposed floor surface between the walls.

Once you create this, apply a paved stone 
texture. You can use Fill Gallery to access the 
Earthy Fills, and select one of the first 3 fills to 
apply as your paved flooring. Or you use one of 
your own textures that you import and apply.

With the floor rectangle selected, go to 
Arrange>Move to Back. That’s it, now you 
have a paved floor beneath your walls and 
earth and your dungeon is almost complete!

Creating Map Objects
 
The second part of this Dungeon Tutorial will 
teach you how to create basic map objects 
within Xara Xtreme 4.0

Major objects this dungeon needs include: 
doors, stairways, raised dias, pits, tables, chairs 
or benches, barrels, boxes, and chests.

These are some of the many types of objects 
you can easily create within Xara Xtreme 4.0

Remember you can always use any of the many 
transparent PNG map objects to incorporate 
into your Xara dungeon design, as well.
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Stairs are stacking
 
Creating a stairway is a simple as first creating a 
rectangle to represent a step slightly elongated, 
wih a stone texture fill, bevel applied and given 
a drop shadow, then duplicated placed on top 
and repeated until the entire stairs are done. 
See the step-by-step illustration to the right.

Trestle Table & Bench
 
Trestle tables and benches are more common in 
a midieval setting than your standard kitchen 
table, though both are easily created.

Most tables could be a simple rectangle with a 
wood texture, though you can easily create 
individual planks placed side-by-side. You can 
apply a wood fill to the individual planks, or you 
can Arrange>Combine Shapes>Add then 
texture the combined table shape.

Add a slight bevel to give some depth and a 
Glow shadow applied.

Create single plank benches the same way, just 
ensure to place below the table level and slightly 
under the table to give it a better effect.

Below are added shapes that could be turned 
into a table, including: circles, ovals, rounded 
rectangles, combined shape tables for more 
ornate designs.

Rectamgle Tool Color Fill / Bitmap   Straight Bevel

Drop Shadow

Copy / Move to Back

Continue until done

Rectangle / Wood Fill Rectangles / Copy /
Arrange>Combine>Add

Wood Fill

Bevel / Drop Shadow
Created Bench / Move to Back

Making Doors:
Rectangle
Wood Fill

Bevel
Door Knob / Shadow
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Barrels and Boxes
 
Although this could be as easy as circles and 
squares with fills, you will learn to add different 
beveling options to give these objects more 
depth and realism.

The basic barrel is just a circle with a wood fill 
applied. For the barrel top, create a smaller 
circle using a different wood texture, then create 
an inward bevel with Flat Top Frame option.

Then place the framed top barrel at top center 
of main barrel. Arrange>Group objects and 
apply a Glow shadow. Use this same technique 
for boxes.

Doors are created the same way.

Pile of Hay
 
Borrowing from my regional map tutorial with 
the techniques I use to create realistic forests 
with Xara Xtreme 4.0, here’s a realistic hay pile.

Use the Freehand Drawing Tool to create a 
random closed shape.

Import the “hay” texture fill, apply using the Fill 
Tool, Bitmap and Repeat Tile options.

Use the Transparency Tool, select Fractal 
Clouds option. Click on the Profile Icon and 
adjust the levels for proper transparency.

Circle / Wood Fill Bevel > Flattop Frame Circle / Fill / Straight Bevel

Stack / Drop Shadow Create same way!

Freehand Closed Shape Fill Gallery / Earthy Textures / Straw1

Color Fill / Bitmap / Repeat Tile Transparency / Fractal Clouds
Adjust Profile

.07% Feather
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Tutorial Completed!
 
Creating a grid is a simple matter of creating 1 inch wide spaced 2 point lines with the line color of your choice - 
both horizontal and verticle, then grouped as a single object ready for placement in your map. I’ve created an 
18x24grid.xar file to save you some work. If you wish to change the line color, right click on a color in the Color 
Bar at the bottom of the application and assign your preferred color. You may also change the the Line Width using 
the Line Width slider tool in the Menu at the top of the screen.

Ra

Please visit my website: http://www.gamer-printshop.com, you may contact me at support@gamer-printshop.com

Rectangle Tool

Freehand / Alt Key

Arrange/Combine/Subtract
Linear Transparency

Artificial Shadow


